Aidan’s a no brainer, but kicking off this album with ‘athlete’ really did set a

I thought a shot of my underwear might be a bit tacky for this “bra” entry. I also

tone for the dominant theme for this year’s volume.

didn’t include brownie shots because they would only make me hungry.
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Cole, another obvious choice. I have found that after I finish writing, I

I just realized Chester made it onto a spread. If I could kidnap that dog,

come up with far more ideas than ever. I would suggest to all of you to

trust me, I would. Oh, and this year, Dan made it into the “Ds”. But he

keep that tag book handy for over spill. Once your brain starts working

could have gone so many other places.

this way, it’s hard to turn it off.
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More on health and fitness. You will notice I have yet another

While I never ever swear in print because I think it’s tacky and unprofessional

entry on ‘obsessive compulsiveness’ under O. I more than back

(okay, I use the word ‘ass’ but that word also appears in the Bible! and maybe I’ve

it up in this album.

dropped the “s” word occasionally), I had to put an entry in about my propensity
for the f-bomb. I’m just keepin’ it real, y’all.
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Glee makes me happy. My family makes me happy. Most of the time.

More fitness. I’d really hoped to upgrade my bike this year and get a
fancy road bike. But, the hubby thought maybe it best to just ride the
bike I have that works perfectly well. Good point. See, he could have
gone under “Rational”.
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‘Inside yelling’ came to me at the 11th hour. Again, it’s something from

In my last album, I wrote about how I didn’t like jewelry. Now? I rarely

my life that incorporates more than just me. It shows that my rational

take the necklace you see above off. It’s like my source of running power.

hubby, who invented ‘inside yelling’ is also wickedly funny. To me.
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Kids. Of course. I had no other Ks though. So I really reached with entry

I am obsessed with the Lucy store, and I know I shouldn’t be. Whenever I

number two.

go in there to shop, predictably I am wearing Lucy clothes. Then I feel all
embarrassed, like girls wearing their Rick Springfield concert tees when
they go to a meet and greet at the mall, with Rick Springfield. Next…
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I love this picture of me for the ‘Mom’ entry. It was taken at my sister in

No album of mine would be complete without a picture of my beloved,

law’s wedding. I was in makeup and wearing a dress for the first time in an

Neil Finn. (Think “Hey now, hey now, don’t dream it’s over”). I love this man.

awfully long time. My fitness journey has given me more confidence.

Don’t tell Dan.
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My cross reference for ‘obsessive-compulsive tendencies’ is my fave in the

I actually look forward to Fall, because I really can’t justify getting my feet

whole album.

done more than a handful of times a year.
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When I saw a box of Quisp at Target, not only did I have my ‘Q’ idea, but I

Run, run, run, blah, blah, blah, run, run, obsess much, blah, blah, run, run.

had a trip down memory lane. You guys, it is SO good. Also, I like the bul-

(Told you I was single minded!) But man, running makes me happy.

let idea. I plan to do more bullet lists in future volumes.
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This year to illustrate my ex-smokerness, I just used a nice shot

Hello Mr. Northman. Ay carumba. Like, for real!

of me, taken by my daughter, Aidan. That’s me. Ex-smoker. And I
smell really good, too.
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More bullet lists. Again, future albums will see more lists. In the book, Encyclopedia of an Ordinary Life, author Amy Krouse Rosenthal uses lists and tables so
well. A great way to jog your memory, too.
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Work those X entries!
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I wish I had done more entries like ‘Yes’. Because it starts in one place,

Of course ‘Zielske’ is going to be part of my album. How about you?

but goes deeper than you’d think.
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Thought I’d share the title page here.

And this is what reminds me of why I will do this project, time and again, volume
after volume.
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